


RULES AND DISCLAIMER
1) Any stock investment carries risk

2) This digital report serve as an insight study into stock market and 
please treat it as an educational material

3) Investing in shares is up to individuals and our company is not liable 
for any losses suffered

4) For Long Term Investing, make sure the value of each stock you 
purchase only takes up 2% of your entire capital (fund house 
standard)

5) Even if the stock goes bust, only 2% of capital is lost. That way you 
won’t fear of bear market crashes.

6) Always buy stocks upon market correction instead of chasing prices

7) Stock market should be treated as a relaxing and long term game, 
so invest very small lots and diversification is the KEY to long term 
success!



1) NUCOR (NUE)
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NUCOR (NUE)

1) Leading steel and steel products company in the U.S., a basic 
material sector stock 

2) Nucor will likely benefit from infrastructure bill to use more steel 
to build infrastructure

3) Raised its guidance in Feb regarding the 1st quarter earnings. 
Most importantly. Nucor followed that with guidance that it was 
likely to set another new record in the 2nd quarter

4) Global supply of steel is currently strained due to high demand, 
resulting in rising prices

5) Nucor rewards shareholders by increasing its dividend every year 
for 48 consecutive years, even with the covid crisis last year



2) QUANTA SERVICES (PWR)
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1) Quanta is a company that provides infrastructure services for 
communications, industries, electric power companies and 
pipeline projects. 

2) The American Jobs and Infrastructure stimulus has outlined 
hundreds of billions of dollars in funding for all these sectors

3) A key player in US market that focuses on modernization of 
the electrical grid using renewable energy, something that 
Biden has stressed is one of his top priorities as US 
president.

4) Constantly beat earnings ever since Q3 2019

QUANTA SERVICES (PWR)



3) UNITED RENTALS (URI)
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1) The world largest heavy equipment rental company 

2) Offers rentals to businesses in the construction industry, 
industrial and commercial firms, as well as individuals

3) COVID-19 left many heavy equipment users in financially 
weak, which led to many postponing or calling off purchases 
of machinery. 

4) Many companies still want to be financially cautious, and rent 
or lease the equipment they need rather than buying it

5) Financially strong with 2-3Billion budget this year to buy new 
equipment

UNITED RENTALS (URI)
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STOCK INVESTING PHYSICAL MASTERCLASS

Visit below web page to claim your FREE seats now!

English Class Chinese Class

1) How do you spot the Bottom of Any stock or Index in a correction?
2) Knowing what to buy in the 2nd year of Bull Market!
3) How do you build your retirement portfolio?
4) 3 traits of a successful investor!
5) How do you execute short term monthly trades in 2nd year of Bull market?
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